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Rockpool Children’s Books, 
now established in the 
North East of England, 

are delighted to announce their 
publishing partnership 

with Albury Books

The books are available 
anytime anywhere globally on the 

Rockpool Albury Bookshelf!

www.rockpool.alburybooks.com

Albury Books is a subsidiary of Imago, a global 
leader in the provision of print and production

services to the publishing industry 
for over 35 years.

Through Albury Books’ streamlined 
Print-On-Demand publishing platform, the Albury 
BookShelf, Rockpool Children’s Books are able 
to keep all of their extensive list available and in 
print, whilst retaining access to a host of more 

advanced print options and 
a global market-place.

This means that we have more time to focus on 
what we love - developing quality, inspiring, 

well-designed children’s books in all formats, 
richly diverse in both stories and illustration that 

can be enjoyed by children of all ages.
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Greedy Grumpy Hippo
Hippo doesn’t want to share his picnic with anyone. He 
fibs his way through the jungle so he can have his picnic 
all to himself. But with the clever use of half pages the 
reader is shown that the other animals in the jungle have 
other ideas. Teaches the value of sharing.

ISBN 978-1-906081-79-9 POD
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
Ages 3-7
rrp £5.99
Rights sold: 
UK/S.Korea/
Colombia

Big Bully Hippo
Bright colourful illustrations, with half pages that cleverly 
change the scenes as Hippo bullies his way through 
the jungle. Teaching the value of ‘please’, ‘sorry’ and 
‘thank you’, and showing that bullying doesn’t pay, Hippo 
gets a very painful come-uppance.

ISBN 978-1-906081-75-1 
POD
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
Ages 3-7
Ages £5.99 
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The Funny Little Moon Man
A very special visitor
Written and illustrated by Simon Partington
Sam is amazed to see a rocket heading 
towards his house! It lands, and out pops 
a funny little moon man... and so begins 
a wonderful space adventure!

ISBN 978-1-906081-95-9
POD
220mm x 220mm 
Extent 32 pages
Ages 3+
rrp £5.99

The Funny Little Moon Man
Crater Capers
Written and illustrated by Simon Partington
Sam and the funny little moon man 
blast off in the little red rocket to rescue 
a funny big moon man who has got himself 
in a very sticky situation!

ISBN 978-1-906081-94-2
POD
220mm x 220mm 
Extent 32 pages
Ages 3+
rrp £5.99
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The Coal Mine - Derek Slater

In this unique picture book the story of the coal 
mine is told through the dramatic paintings of 
Pitmen painter Derek Slater an ex miner himself. 
His telling of the story and visual portrayal of the 
pitman at work in the cramped and hazardous 
conditions deep below ground, are captured by 
strong brush strokes and attention to detail that 
only someone who has experienced life 
underground can.
Rockpool Children’s Books first non fiction book!

ISBN 978-1-912061-00-6
POD

Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages 
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Sam Walshaw Sam Walshaw

Lulubell and the Lost Ladybird
Lulubell is babysitting, but then discovers that one of the 
little Ladybirds is missing. Lulubell flies off to search for the
little one, helping others on the way who
in turn help her. Lovely, colourful pictures
illustrate this charming story for the 
very young 

ISBN 978-1-906081-77-5
POD
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages 
Ages 3-7  
rrp £5.99
Rights sold: China

Lulubell Ladybird 
Mrs Ladybird is very busy, with so many children, 
and so much to do. Thank goodness for 
caring Lulubell, who, as usual, steps in 
and helps in a way that only Lulubell can! 
Lovely, colourful pictures illustrate 
this charming story 
for the very young.

ISBN 978-1-906081-83-6
POD
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages 
Ages 3-7  
rrp £5.99
Rights sold: US/China
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The Little Football Fan 

by Mark Williams
Delightful books for young children with 
emphasis on encouraging football fans 
of a young age to read and be read to. 

The Little Football Fan series 
embraces the ethics of fair play, 

respect and 
responsibility, 

both in the game and as supporters.

The Little Football Fan

The little football fan loves his football 
and his team, but he’s also sad 
as he can’t get to the games 
because his dad works away.
Then, one day in the park...

ISBN 978-1-906081-80-5 
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220 mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
Pictures & Design - Stuart Trotter
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Little Football Fan 
Colouring & Activity Story Book

The Little Football Fan loves football. He loves playing 
it, but most of all he loves watching his favourite team. 
In the LFF Colouring & Activity Story Book you can 
make the book your own by colouring the book in your 
favourite team colours. There are also pages of fun 
activities to!

ISBN 978-1-906081-55-3 
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220 mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £4.99

Story - Mark Williams
Pictures & design - Stuart Trotter 
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Maisey and the Pirates

The Sea Monster - Sam Walshaw

With map in hand, Maisey and the pirates set sail
to find lots of lovely shiny treasure.
But watch out! Something big
and very very grumpy is
heading their way! But, 
happily, all is not what it seems!

ISBN 978-1-906081-98-0
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages 
rrp £5.99

Maisey and the Pirates

Ghost Ship - Sam Walshaw

With map in hand, Maisey and the pirates set sail
to find lots of lovely shiny treasure!
But as Maisey and her friends delight in another
piratey adventure, something scary is 
lurking about the ship! 
What could it be!

ISBN 978-1-906081-99-7
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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Maisey and the Pirates

Parrot Island - Sam Walshaw

‘It’s holiday time!’ exclaims Captain Codeye and
off the Pirates sail to a beautiful desert island.
Sandcastles, hammocks, snoozing under a
palm tree...but unfortunately, the island isn’t as
deserted as they’d thought!

ISBN 978-1-906081-52-5
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

What am I? asked Butterfly
Caterpillar goes to bed and when he wakes up he’s 
something else!
The long squidgy body with stumpy legs has gone, 
instead he has wings on his back, big bulgy eyes 
and a curly whirly nose! What could he be?
He sets off to ask the other animals of the jungle
if they know.

ISBN 978-1-906081-24-9
POD

Softcover
220mm x 220mm

32 pages   
rrp £5.99
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Ruby to the Rescue
With lots of rain, and lots of puddles, 
Ruby makes a paper boat...but her fun is 
interrupted when the stream floods and 
she gets a call for help from her 
neighbours! It’s Ruby to the rescue.

ISBN 978-1-906081-29-4
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
 rrp £5.99

Ruby to the Paddling Pool
Fun and games in Ruby’s garden when 
she invites her friends round to play 
in her paddling pool...but they have 
an unexpected guest with 
unexpected results!

ISBN 978-1-906081-84-3
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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Hippo a les crocs 
- Il ne pense qu’a manger

Hippo est très gourmand, mais pas du tout partageur !
Un beau jour, ses amis vont lui jouer un bon tour
qui lui servira certainement de leçon !
Une belle histoire illustrée, très tendre, 
animée de pages-surprises
à tourner. Pour apprendre à lire tout seul !

ISBN 978-1-912061-72-3
POD
Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages

Hippo ne se tient pas å carreau 
- Il n’est vrianment pas poli

Hippo est vraiment bourru et brutal,
et surtout très malpoli ! Un beau jour, ses amis
vont lui jouer un bon tour qui lui servira 
certainement de leçon ! Une belle histoire illustrée, 
très tendre, animée de pages-surprises à tourner. 
Pour apprendre à lire tout seul !

ISBN 978-1-912061-71-6
POD
Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages

Coming soon
English / German

Coming soon
English / German
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The Potty Book - Stuart Trotter

No long winded potty training in this book!
It’s full of brightly coloured potties and fun 
rhyme that will delight, inspire, 
and gently coax the newest 
of pottygoers!

ISBN 978-1-906081-65-2
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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and illustrated

by Maisey and the pirates, 
Little Fairies, author/illustrator, 

Sam Walshaw.

The Little Bookworm

A delightful book that follows the Little Bookworm 
as he eats his way through all types of books.
‘The little Bookworms favourite treat,
  Is eating books, sheet by sheet,
          BIG books, small books,
              bath books, toy books,
                          all are yummy,
                       and good to eat!’

ISBN 978-1-906081-88-1
POD
Softcover/220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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COMING SOON!

Neandersmall - Sam Walshaw

Neandersmall isn’t tall, he isn’t tall at all, in fact,
unlike his dad, Neandertall, he’s very small.
So, when Neandersmall finds an egg for his tea that 
isn’t small, in fact it isn’t small at all, it is in fact quite 
big! How will he get it home? In a very ‘eggs-iting’ way, 
that’s how!

ISBN 978-1-906081-51-5
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

“I know” said Neandersmall, 
“I’ll sail it across!”
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Vince the Vampire - Rosie Brooks

Vince the (very nice) Vampire, is a classic
in the making! A refreshingly funny and 
moving tale of Vince who tries to be
scary like Vampires are 
supposed to be...but really, 
he’s just too nice!

ISBN 978-1-906081-32-4
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Nosy Barker 

Nosy Barker is the little dog with a very big
inquisitive nose that gets him into all sorts 
of trouble as he ‘sniff, sniff, sniffs’ 
into everything!

ISBN 978-1-906081-95-2
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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The Princess who couldn’t sleep
The little princess just can’t get to sleep. 
Her mum, the queen, tries everything to help, except 
the one thing that does! A touchingly funny tale, 
with delightful illustrations of a make-believe world, 
where children need the same things they need
in the real world.

ISBN 978-1-906081-87-4
POD
Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Scaredy Cat - Stuart Trotter

Scaredy Cat gets scared by all sorts of things
- from monsters to combing his hair! But there’s one 
thing that always makes his fears melt away.
A delightful rhyming reminder of everyone’s secret fears, 
with pictures to make you smile.

ISBN 978-1-906081-89-8
POD
Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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Poppy’s Magic - Sam Walshaw

There’s a problem in the garden. The pollen 
hasn’t been collected and the flowers 
are drooping. Poppy sets out to investigate
and finds the poor bumblebees coughing 
and sneezing in bed, too poorly to go to work.
Thankfully, Poppy comes to the rescue 
with her special sort of magic!

ISBN 978-1-906081-97-3
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Rose’s Rainbow - Sam Walshaw

It’s raining in the garden. The fairies have great fun, 
until everything starts to flood.
“Help!” cry the little insects.
Rose takes the situation in hand, and flies 
high above with her special fairy magic 
to save the day!

ISBN 978-1-906081-96-6
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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Bluebell & the Flutterbyes - Sam Walshaw

The Little Fairies enjoy nothing better than 
watching the fireflies, down by the pond on 
a warm summer evening! But one night, 
there are no fireflies! Where could they be?
When they discover where the fireflies are, 
it’s time for that special fairy magic to rescue 
the situation!

ISBN 978-1-906081-48-3
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Buttercups Dancing Shoes
The fairies were invited to party on the beach!  
Buttercup noticed one little crab, who looked sad, 
He was so small, and couldn’t dance like the other 
crabs. Using her special magic to make 
him some special tiny dancing shoes from the 
sparkles of moonlight on the water!

ISBN 978-1-906081-49-2
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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Ivy & the Fireflies - Sam Walshaw 

The Little Fairies enjoy nothing better than 
watching the fireflies, down by the pond on 
a warm summer evening! But one night, there are 
no fireflies! Where could they be?
When they discover where the fireflies are, 
it’s time for that special fairy magic to rescue 
the situation!

ISBN 978-1-906081-29-4
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Daisy & the dewdrops - Sam Walshaw

The hot weather is causing problems in the garden,
particularly down at the pond! When Daisy sees that 
Mrs. Frog is very worried about her little Tadpoles,
she rallies the other fairies and with her special sort
of magic, she saves the day!

ISBN 978-1-906081-29-4
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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Riding on an Elephant - Heather Heyworth

Riding an elephant can be great fun, 
you never know what you might see. 
Bright colourful pictures with simple 
rhyming text, perfect for sharing 
with the very young.

ISBN 978-1-906081-86-7
POD
Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages / rrp £5.99
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Polar White - Stuart Trotter

It’s snowing! In fact it’s always snowing where Polar Bear 
lives, so it’s a perfect day for the beach. Join him as he 
and Rusky the Husky take little Ted off to 
the seaside for another exciting 
day of snowy fun!

ISBN 978-1-906081-90-4
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Polar White and the “Woo hoo” day.

It’s cold, snowy and white where Polar White lives. 
So when the Jungle Express steams in with the 
strangest and most colourful of tourists, he makes 
sure they have a really fun time. 

“Woo hoo!!!”

ISBN 978-1-906081-91-1
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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Minnie the Minnow
Minnie the Minnow is very sad. She is little and grey, 
but lives in a colourful world of dazzling coral and exotic 
sea life. Because she is different Minnie has no friends.
However things were about to change, and those who 
ignored her and didn’t want to know her, would see 
Minnie in a totally different light!

ISBN 978-1-906081-81-2
POD / Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
( Published in China )

Jasper the jumping Jellyfish
Jasper is a very sad little jellyfish.
He just swims about and feels useless.
Minnie tries to help...but actually, 
he is useless! Until...something happens and Jasper’s 
unknown talent comes to the rescue.

ISBN 978-1-906081-82-9
POD
Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99 
( Published in China )
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My Perfect Pet
Rhyming descriptive words accompany fun colourful 
images of unusual pets that Eddy doesn’t have, as he 
demonstrates why he doesn’t! Before revealing, 
at the end, his perfect pet.

ISBN 978-1-906081-92-8
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Boomerang Bear
Too old for his Teddy, or so he decides, Eddy’s tries to get 
rid of his bear, which always comes back, become more 
and more elaborate, until he finally succeeds...much to 
his dismay. He didn’t realise how much he loved Ted until 
he’d gone. The story is happily and magically resolved by
the person Eddy asked to dispose of his bear.

ISBN 978-1-906081-93-5
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

www.rockpoolchi ldrensbooks.co.uk
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Triceratops - Playtime

Playing ball, splashing in the sea, building sandcastles, 
Trixy the Triceratops is having fun! Dinosaurs like 
you’ve never seen them before. All this play has 
made her hungry…but that’s another story!

ISBN 978-1-906081-74-7
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
UK/Italy

Stegosaurus - Time to eat

Mmmmm, a delicious burger, a slurpy drink, 
Steggy the Stegosaurus loves her food. 
Dinosaurs like you’ve never seen them before. 
After all this food, it’s bathtime…but that’s 
another story!

ISBN 978-1-906081-76-1
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
UK/Italy
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Brontosaurus - Bathtime

Bronty is splashing in her dinosaur tub. Lots of bub-
bles, playing with her boat, a dinosaur like you’ve 
never seen before. After bathtime it’s time for 
bed…but that’s another story!

ISBN 978-1-906081-97-6
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
UK/Italy

Tyrannosaurus - Bedtime

Rexy is tired, it’s time for bed. A bed time story 
from mum, lovely stripey pyjamas, a tyrannosaurus 
like you’ve never seen before. As he snuggles down 
in his bed he dreams of playtime in the morning…
but that’s another story! 

ISBN 978-1-906081-96-9
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
UK/Italy



r rISBN 978-1-906081-05-8
Hardcover
236mm x 236mm
Extent 64 pages

The Mighty 
Toddlersaurus

BOOK

This is the bumper ‘bind up’ version 
of Playtime, Time to Eat, Bathtime, 

and Bedtime. 
Four fun stories make up 

a Toddlersaurus day! 
Dinosaurs like you have never seen 

them before in this 64 page 
Godzilla of a dinosaur book with 

huge chunky gatefold flaps.
World rights available.
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Ambulance

‘Brave and strong, kind and true, Rescue Team is 
there for you!’ For accidents and urgent care, 
Ambulance is always there. When someone’s hurt 
he won’t delay, Ambulance is on his way! 

ISBN 978-1-906081-06-5
Softcover
236mm x 236mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Police Car

‘Brave and strong, kind and true, Rescue Team is 
there for you!’ Making sure we’re safe and sound, 
Blue Police Car’s driving round. Villains doing crime, 
watch out! 

ISBN 978-1-906081-07-2
Softcover
236mm x 236mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
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Helicopter

‘Brave and strong, kind and true, Rescue Team is 
there for you!’ Above the rooftops, trees and hills, 
over snow and out to sea, Helicopter flies to help 
wherever people in trouble may be! 

ISBN 978-1-906081-08-9
Softcover
236mm x 236mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Fire Engine

‘Brave and strong, kind and true, Rescue Team is 
there for you!’ However risky it may seem the 
fearless Fire Engine team leaps into action, 
no delay, one quick call, they’re on their way. 

ISBN 978-1-906081-09-6
Softcover
236mm x 236mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99



ISBN 978-1-912061-59-4 ISBN 978-1-912061-60-0

ISBN 978-1-912061-61-7ISBN 978-1-912061-64-8
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Rockpool Children’s Books

available on the Rockpool Albury 
Bookshelf as Print-on-Demand, 

globally, anytime! 

French Editions

Voir à l’intérieur, 
disponible pour tous les livres 

sur L’Albury BookShelf,  
Vous permet de voir et de lire

jusqu’à 5 spreads 
de Un livre afin que vous sachiez 

que c’est le bon pour vous!



ISBN 978-1-912061-67-9 ISBN 978-1-912061-65-5

ISBN 978-1-912061-70-9 ISBN 978-1-912061-58-7

ISBN 978-1-912061-63-1 ISBN 978-1-912061-56-3

ISBN 978-1-912061-68-6 ISBN 978-1-912061-66-2

ISBN 978-1-912061-69-3 ISBN 978-1-912061-57-0

ISBN 978-1-912061-62-4 ISBN 978-1-912061-55-6

r r
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bear - Stuart Trotter

Bear lives a lonely life in the woods, never sees anyone 
from one day to the next. Then one day, as he prepares 
for winter, he comes across a family camping in his 
woods! Being the nice friendly bear he is, he says “hello”.
Surprised by their response, 
so begins his adventure. 

POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
For 2018 publication

sloth - Stuart Trotter

Sloth is sooooooooo slow.
The other animals in the forest, run, leap, swim, climb...
but Sloth just moves along at his own pace 
as the world around him flies by.
But when danger threatens the forest,
and all who live there it’s Sloth who saves 
the day in a very unexpected way.

POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99
For 2018 publication

2018
Available 2018

Available
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Rockpool Children’s Books new series
I love my books© 

has endless derivations, applying to girls 
and boys alike! Fun rhyming text, and bright 

colourful illustrations by Sam Walshaw.

Stuart Trotter & Sam Walshaw

I love my books 160m
m

 x 160m
m

 - 6 S
preads
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BikeDinosaurTrainBunnyPuppy
ChristmasTeddyWelliesCoat
HatCarMouseElephantSchool 
MumDadBrotherBallToys  
GardenHolidaysSisterBirthday...

Stuart Trotter & Sam Walshaw

I love my books

rrp £5.99
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Scarlett and the snail 
Once, there was a little snail 
who desperately wanted to fall in love. 
“I wonder what love feels like
….could it be as good as nibbling 
on a juicy leaf all day?” he thought. 
Just then, he saw a lovely snail with 
a brilliant red shell that 
was as glossy as a cherry.

For 2017 publication
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Isabelle Marinov

The Flying Penguin
“If I am a bird,” thought penguin, 
“then I should be able to fly!”
The water, where all his chums were, 
looked far too cold! 
“No, that’s where I should be, 
up in the air!”
However, being a penguin,
it’s not that easy!

For 2017 publication
POD
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages
rrp £5.99

Lisa Slater

2017
Available 2017

Available
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Toby Trouble - Sam Walshaw

Toby Trouble is a helpful 
little cat...or rather
he’d like to be. But no 
matter how hard he 
tries, the more trouble 
he causes!
Four delightful board 
books in a slip case.

Unpublished

Jake the Snake
Written & Illustrated by Stuart Trotter

Jake the Snake is sad. He has few friends.
But that maybe down to the fact that 
he’s eaten most of them! Off he slithers 
to see his friends...there only because 
Elephant, Hippo and Giraffe are 
too big to swallow!
Delightful rhyming tale!

 
Unpublished
Softcover
220mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages

2018
Available
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Big Chunky Book

Designed as a fabulous padded big chunky 
board book with big flaps, big shapes, 
big holes, opposites, alphabet,
first words, counting...
and lots of fun! 

Unpublished and available!
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The Peppermint Twins

Written and illustrated by Jane Winton
The princess is naughty, rude, and very selfish, 
and considering the amount of sweets she eats 
she’s not sweet at all! Then one day the 
mysterious Peppermint twins roll in town,
who make the sweetest of sweeties, for the 
sweetest of children!

For 2018 publication
POD
Softcover
270mm x 220mm

Jo Jo and the happy crow

Written and illustrated by Jane Winton
Jo Jo and the crow are very happy with their life 
in the circus as they perform their nightly act!
But in the wings, lurks someone consumed 
by jealousy of the happy pair. An original tale 
of happiness, jealousy, sadness, but ultimately 
resolved with understanding and forgiveness.

For 2018 publication
POD
Softcover
270mm x 220mm

2018
Available 2018

Available
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Dribble - Stuart Trotter

Abandoned as a pup, Dribble is a
tale of a rise from rags to riches when 
his unexpected skill comes to the fore!

For 2018 publication
Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages

Elaine’s Tulip - Stuart Trotter

Growing up a grey colourless world ruled by
a fiercesome dragon, Elaine whilst playing
finds a box of crayons that light up her
life and ultimately her world.
A magic unusual fairytale.

For 2018 publication
Softcover
270mm x 220mm
Extent 32 pages

2018
Available 2018

Available



Stuart Trotter
Publisher - Creative Director

CO-EDITION & RIGHTS ENQUIR!ES TO:
Rockpool Children’s Books

Tel: +44(0)7711 351 691
Email: stuarttrotter3@gmail.com

www.rockpoolchildrens.co.uk
www.rockpool.alburybooks.com


